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About This Game

JUST BAT is a revolutionary new VR CRICKET game that allows you to master the art of batting. An innovative new control
system allows unrivalled control of shots in any style and direction. Set high scores and compete with others around the world.

Features Include:
- Spin and Fast Bowling

- Ball Speed Control
- Ball Line and Length Control

- Helmet View
- Feedback on Bat-Ball Collision Position

- Force Feedback
- Two Game Modes: 5 Over Challenge and Free Play

- A Global Leader Board for the 5 Over Challenge
- AI Fielders

- Pick Gaps and Score Runs
- Bowler Animation

- Full Freedom with Shot Selection
- Separate Field Settings and Bowling Configurations for Left and Right Hand Batsmen
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Title: JUST BAT (VR CRICKET)
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Shashitha Kularatna
Publisher:
Life VR
Release Date: 9 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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just bat vr cricket

Very, very, addictive. So addictive that interruptions will make you grumpy.. Cool arcade racing combat, with zombies, and a
rock soundtrack.. i keep falling through the surface and have to delete the game and start all over and over and over
. Better than CoD Ghosts!. All I can say is the game is alright. I don't recommend it because there isn't anything to warrant
purchasing the DLC. The free game gives nothing to keep the interest alive except for someone who is a completionist, and it
doesn't seem worth it.

Art is good, so that's a plus. The story is so-so, and doesn't make you care. As for the gameplay, it's a nice mix of things overall,
but the cards feel uninspired and are standard fare.. This game easily became one of my favorite games of all time, No game has
ever had kept be this engaged and interested throughout the whole experience like this one has. Yuppie Psycho has a great story,
interesting quirky characters, fun and challenging puzzles and amazingly spooky and tense horror. This game is without a must
buy in my own opinion and worthy of sinking a great deal of your time into you certainly won't regret it.. me as a Chinese mil
nerd finds this meaning a lot
gotta simulate the 1996 J-6 versus F-14 scenario. Great puzzle game with a great price :)
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Fun card game with fairly minimal strategy, nice artwork and an interesting evolve system. It's pretty much exactly what I
expected it to be for the price. There are no microtransactions and the game by default starts censored, although the uncensored
version really isn't that bad and I'm not sure why anyone would complain.

All in all it's pretty much exactly what it looks like and if you want a cheap card game to waste some time it's not bad.. 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qSgQ4y2mO1c

In no way was I expecting to actually like this game, or have fun playing it. I was beyond surprised. Despite some aspects being
insanely obnoxious and a lack of any options menu, there's a lot of mini-games aside the main focus of putting a brick in a
washing machine and avoidung death for sity seconds.

The real surprise was the labyrinth section. It got more jump scares out of me than Five Nights at Freddy's ever did. It's a very
tense atmosphere, and I definitely plan to come back to it and attempt to escape. The only one that did not interest me was the
last game where it tells you to jump, but I could never clear any of the obstacles.

You can check out everything the game has to offer in the video above.. Expansion is great. The continue to deliver top quality
player content for a timeless classic. HOWEVER. They need to dump p2p (peer to peer) multiplayer and go with servers. There
is too much content now, to even remotely run this game to its best potential.. This game isn't like the first, but that's not
necessarily a bad thing. DW2 is more of an action horror game in-line with Penumbra than it is like DW1 which was more
about reading and imagining the horrors than actually seeing them in front of you. The fact that the other-wordly entities in this
game are commonly up-close and personal takes away from it's Lovecraftian feel. The writings and text were also more sure of
themselves and to-the-point.

There are some gameplay issues to consider:
- Falling through walls is a problem. I did it at least 10 times trying to explore areas I wasn't supposed to. SAVE OFTEN.
- Running is clunky, walking up\/down stairs is not smooth, jumping is strange. The WASD controls seem tacked on.

Still recommend it.. FUN BUT NEEDS MORE CONTENT. ALSO, WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 1ST. This is probably one
of the best routes DTG have released. Love all the rock textures which look realistic and the winter weather system where going
from a snow storm to a blizzard where you can hardly see the nose of the loco in front of you. I would like to know where the
bare hills are as posted by a previous reviewer. Adjust your settings or get a new computer.. The game is alright for a F2P title.
Some servers lag too much however, even with pings as low as 40.. game of my childhood. 1 LIKE = 1 HAIL SATAN
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